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Uncertainty over the election outcome in Italy caused a broad-based sell-off in global

equities—particularly Italian equities—as well as the euro. Does this mean one should

not invest in European equities in general? Many believe the relatively low prices of

European stocks represent an attractive entry point, despite the political uncertainty

and the relatively sluggish economies. For those considering increasing their

allocations to Europe, I wonder: Why bother taking the currency risk1 of the euro? Recent

euro volatility serves as a fresh reminder that currency volatility can compound the

volatility of European equities—for U.S.-based investors2. One Way to PotentiallyOne Way to Potentially

Lower Risk of European Equities: Hedge the Euro RiskLower Risk of European Equities: Hedge the Euro Risk I looked at how much

additional risk euro volatility has added to European equity indexes over all the major

periods: 1-, 3-, 5- and 10-year periods (ending January 31). A few remarkable

conclusions:  (For

definitions of terms in this chart, please see our Glossary.)   • Removing euro risk• Removing euro risk

from the equation lowers the beta of the MSCI EMU Local Currency Index by 33%–from the equation lowers the beta of the MSCI EMU Local Currency Index by 33%–

35% over the 5- and 10-year periods and by over 40% over the 1- and 3-year35% over the 5- and 10-year periods and by over 40% over the 1- and 3-year

periods ending January 31, 2013. • The standard deviation, or risk, of the MSCIperiods ending January 31, 2013. • The standard deviation, or risk, of the MSCI

EMU Local Currency Index was just 12.99% over the last 1-year period, but theEMU Local Currency Index was just 12.99% over the last 1-year period, but the

risk of the MSCI EMU Index exceeded last year’s by almost 21%. • Even on a 10-risk of the MSCI EMU Index exceeded last year’s by almost 21%. • Even on a 10-

year basis, volatility of the MSCI EMU Local Currency Index was lower (17.49%)year basis, volatility of the MSCI EMU Local Currency Index was lower (17.49%)

than that of the MSCI EMU Index (23.35%).than that of the MSCI EMU Index (23.35%).   One might counter that currency risk is

worth it if it provides additional benefits in the form of higher expected returns. But

I find no evidence that assuming currency risk has done any such thing. And why should

it? There is no theoretical model I know of that would suggest the euro should always

appreciate against the dollar. There will be times when euro exposure increases returns

to European equities and times when euro weakness subtracts from returns for U.S.

investors. What has tended to happen is that the euro’s fluctuations have created

additional volatility for European equity indexes priced in dollars—as we saw in the
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major periods illustrated earlier. I thus have been advocating that those who want to

target European equities consider one of two strategies:   1) Hedge your euro exposure,

as this can potentially lower the overall risk to European equities. 2) Consider a 50%

euro hedged/50% euro unhedged exposure to help minimize your regret of being on the

wrong side of a currency decision. I wrote about this 50/50 framework in an earlier

blog.   Which Currency Exposures May Make SenseWhich Currency Exposures May Make Sense One rationale for assuming currency

risk in foreign equities that I often hear is that investors want diversification in the

event of a weakening U.S. dollar. I believe this is a worthwhile goal, but why not

target more directly currencies with the strongest potential fundamental prospects?

Those currencies come from countries with faster economic growth, higher real interest

rates, younger populations and lower levels of government debt. In my view, the euro

does not qualify as one of these fundamentally strong currencies, but many emerging

market currencies currently do. Minimal Cost of Hedging the Euro Due to SmallMinimal Cost of Hedging the Euro Due to Small

Interest Rate DifferencesInterest Rate Differences The cost of hedging currencies for U.S. investors is most

directly impacted by the local interest rate of that market compared to the U.S.

interest rate. Brazil, for instance, has a high cost of hedging the real—given the

currently very high interest rates in Brazil compared to U.S. interest rates. But

interest rates in Europe and the United States are currently at very similar levels.

This fact contributes to a lower cost of hedging the euro’s movements against the U.S.

dollar. ConclusionConclusion Currency hedging strategies have come in focus in 2013 as the

Japanese yen has weakened substantially and Japan’s equities have appreciated almost in

lockstep with the yen’s depreciation. In a number of other markets, such as Europe,

hedging currency has a different, yet equally important, motivating factor: it helps

reduce volatility. The euro is a prime candidate for hedging, in my view, given all the

uncertainty that still surrounds the eurozone.   To learn more about the WisdomTree

Europe Hedged Equity Fund (HEDJ), click here. Take the euro out of Europe Take the euro out of Europe (Video)(Video)    

1Risk: Standard deviation, which measures the dispersions of actual returns about an

average return during a specified period. Higher values indicate a higher chance of

being further away from that average value. Risk, volatility and standard deviation are

used throughout this piece to mean the same thing. 2For U.S. investors in international

equities, the standard deviation of the underlying equity, as well as the standard

deviation of the currency, contributes to the total standard deviation for the

investment.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)
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 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

HedgeHedge  : Making an investment to reduce the risk of adverse price movements in an asset.

Normally, a hedge consists of taking an offsetting position in a related security, such

as a futures contract.

Real interest rateReal interest rate  : Interest rate accounting for the impact of inflation. From the

nominal interest rate, which does not account for the impact of inflation, the rate of

inflation is subtracted to get to the real interest rate.
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